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Chapter 15, v.1–20, #552–#571 (end) 
The Supreme Being and the Tree of Life 

 
18:57:52 AG-Scribe: Namaste all! 
18:57:56 AG-Scribe: cams on to say hi?! 
19:01:17 AG-Scribe: new online TV show with JA: CITTI MEDIA – VEDIC VIDYA 
19:02:42 AG-Scribe: For new people and anyone who hasn't yet joined the Facebook group -- 

the link is: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1703159869865462 
19:02:51 AG-Scribe: Homework v. 543 
19:04:21 Aaron Moon Cantwell: moon in Scorpio :p 
19:06:52 AG-Scribe: v. 551 
19:08:49 Sharon Hinckley: Namaste from La Jolla California 
 
19:09:07 JA chants: guru mantras: 
 

Om ajna timirandhasya 
jnananjana shalakaya 

chakshur unmilitam yena 
tasmai shri guruveh namaha 

 
I bow to the divine guru, who, with the torchlight of knowledge, 

has forced open my eyes that were blinded by the darkness of ignorance. 
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Om guru brahma guru vishnu 
guru devo maheshvaraha 
guru sakshat para brahma 

tasmai shri guruveh namaha 
 

The guru reveals Brahma, the creator 
The guru reveals Vishnu, the preserver 
The guru reveals Shiva, the destroyer 

The guru reveals the supreme Brahman 
I offer my respects to such a divine guru. 

19:10:07 JA chants: Prabhupada mantra: 
Nama om vishnu padaya Krishna preshthaya bhu tale 

srimate bhaktivedanta svamin iti namine 
 

I offer my respectful obeisances unto His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, 
who is very dear to Shri Krishna, having taken shelter at His lotus feet. 

 
Namas te sarasvate deve gaura vani pracharine 
nirvishesha shunyavadi pashchatya desha tarine 

 
Our respectful obeisances unto you, O enlightened Guru, in the service of the teachings of 
Sarasvati Gosvami. You are generously sharing the message of Chaitanya Mahaprabhu with 

Western civilization, which is currently distorted by accepting impersonal and empty 
philosophical conclusions as the ultimate truth. 

 
19:11:27 AG-Scribe: this Bhagavad Gita is a refinement of the Gita brought by Prabhupada, 

removed the colonizing language, words that belong to Christianity, not the Vedic 
discourse. there are precise Vedic terms that are more useful 

19:12:11 AG-Scribe: veda = vide = vidya = to see = video 
19:12:21 AG-Scribe: shows you something that you can see 
19:12:59 AG-Scribe: = Vatican! where you go to find out about things that are more difficult to 

see – “Veda”can. basilica = basil = tulsi - sacred and offered to Krishna 
19:13:52 AG-Scribe: city of nine gates 
19:14:49 AG-Scribe: the "devas and devis" are serving the fundamental running of the city - 

cleaning the streets, taking out the garbage etc. You know they're not the mayor, but 
you know they are responsible to the mayor 

19:15:18 AG-Scribe: the cosmos is the same way - a grand city 
19:15:42 AG-Scribe: yata pinde tathā Brahmande = the smallest is a replica of the greatest – it’s 

all a matter of scale and perspective 
19:15:58 AG-Scribe: everything is proceeding in a cyclic and orderly way -- seasons etc. 
19:16:20 AG-Scribe: we're in the midst of a grand cosmic city that has beings running it just 

like any city 
19:17:07 AG-Scribe: there's been a resistance to this knowledge though 
19:18:16 AG-Scribe: why couldn’t there be a little booklet that tells you who to call when you 

have a recycling question etc. 
19:18:26 AG-Scribe: we are cosmos-politan 
19:19:31 AG-Scribe: karma = effect or reaction to what you do. reasonable rules surrounding 

us, by paying attention to them we become eligible to cooperate on a bigger scale 
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19:19:36 AG-Scribe: the more you understand the rules 
19:19:52 AG-Scribe: the Gita is explaining the universe around us 
19:20:23 AG-Scribe: Chapter 15 is about this -- Bhagavan paints a picture for us - how we 

should view our place inside this cosmos - this larger realm 
 
19:20:44 AG-Scribe: v.1 #552 
19:22:07 AG-Scribe: peepul tree = banyan tree - branches and leaves grow up and down and 

spread out very broadly. threads of connectedness weaving us together at all times. 
the universe is simply a large cosmic tree, and we are in the midst of that tree 

19:22:38 AG-Scribe: the universe is little chunks of Brahman - little chunks of consciousness, 
the juxtaposition to this realm of prakriti we are in. ¾ Brahman and ¼ prakriti 

19:23:10 AG-Scribe: the sun and moon are our primary lights. the sun is acting as the atma of 
our solar system and the moon is the manas of our solar system 

19:23:31 AG-Scribe: the solar activity of the sun gives us the light, heat and fire etc. 
 
19:23:41 AG-Scribe: #553 
19:24:44 AG-Scribe: everything here is circular. the roots and branches are in all directions all 

around us. the roots are the gunas. they lead back to Brahman and somehow feed life 
into this jagat 

19:25:14 AG-Scribe: a vast gardening image. us embedded as citizens of the forest, seeing that 
the entire cosmos around us is a great tree in which we are growing and living 

 
19:25:19 AG-Scribe: #554 
19:26:38 AG-Scribe: sadhu = someone with an axe. advanced yogis who cut through the ropes 

of bondage of matter that bind the atma to prakriti. the tree has grown around us and 
is twisted all around us == the gunas = ropes tied around us = double helix DNA 

19:26:51 AG-Scribe: "tantra" = the weaving of matter into the fabric of existence 
19:27:31 AG-Scribe: this vision allows us to use the axe of Vedic vidya/knowledge. sadhu 

sadhu - they cut the ropes of matter 
 
19:27:50 AG-Scribe: #555 
19:28:13 AG-Scribe: param dhama = Brahman, our original place of residence, and we are a 

small particle of that Brahman energy visiting the realm of prakriti 
19:28:47 AG-Scribe: Krishna is showing us our situation inside the grand tree of the universe of 

matter 
 
19:28:53 AG-Scribe: #556 
19:29:53 AG-Scribe: this chapter shows us not only are we in a forest - all the galaxies around 

us are forests, and we are on one planet - one tree - we are entangled in the midst of 
it, its foliage 

19:30:05 AG-Scribe: doesn't our circulatory system look like a tree?? and our nervous system? 
19:31:05 AG-Scribe: but as soon as you pull back from that and cut those all away, then you 

enter his pada avyaya = the final destination 
19:31:17 AG-Scribe: must have the higher experience to become detached from the lesser! 
19:31:28 AG-Scribe: need that juxtaposition to cut away the grip of the tree 
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19:31:30 AG-Scribe: #557 
19:32:44 AG-Scribe: we come from Brahman, a spark of Brahman that has flown into this 

realm of prakriti. jagat atma surya = the sun is the atma of the universe 
19:33:14 AG-Scribe: the moon distributes some nectar into matter which makes life possible 
 
19:33:19 AG-Scribe: #558 
19:34:13 AG-Scribe: we are like Brahman but a smaller version 
19:34:44 AG-Scribe: we enter into the atmosphere of prakriti - our atma pulls the particles of 

prakriti together and engineers them into a body 
19:35:09 AG-Scribe: ** 'individual and distinctive facets' 
19:35:38 AG-Scribe: the new age movement teaches we are all one and merge etc.-- this is not 

what Krishna is teaching AT ALL 
19:35:44 AG-Scribe: atma and jiva == Adam and Eve 
19:36:48 AG-Scribe: amsha = a distinctive part. it will not disappear sometime in the future. we 

are on this journey because of our individuality. it's not problematic. we were capable 
of coming here and exploring prakriti and having this adventure 

19:37:29 AG-Scribe: the way the moon and sun orbit and distribute light and heat etc. - this is 
the same effect our atma exerts on the prakriti 

19:38:08 AG-Scribe: we haven't been seeing the whole thing correctly 
19:38:21 AG-Scribe: we are jiva = live, life 
19:39:01 AG-Scribe: the inert particles of matter find us and start orbiting us like the sun 
 
19:39:07 AG-Scribe: #559 
19:39:48 AG-Scribe: "you stink of your last life" haha perfume fragrance. depends how your 

last life was... We smell like what we just did in our last life 
19:40:52 AG-Scribe: you just go from one mess to the next if you don't wash it off and stop 

acquiring and attaching to matter, and thinking you are the material body ahamkara 
 
19:41:35 AG-Scribe: #560 
19:42:41 AG-Scribe: the whole game... we are inside this body/machine/city of nine gates. we 

are the mayor. our game is the objects we get from somewhere to enjoy with the 
senses that we made out of lunch that smell like our previous life. 

19:42:59 AG-Scribe: connected to your guna. what you're gunna do is connected to what you 
smell like from your last life 

19:43:34 AG-Scribe: 5 (really 10) senses - of perception and action - karma indriyas - doing 
senses and the jnana indriyas - perceptive senses 

19:43:47 AG-Scribe: they all have objects that give us pleasure 
19:44:13 AG-Scribe: this is jnana/samkhya yoga - reduce it to its parts and simplify it. then you 

can take control of the game that has control over us 
 
19:44:16 AG-Scribe: #561 
19:45:05 AG-Scribe: *** 
19:45:37 AG-Scribe: you smell like your last life, come in with the momentum of the gunas, 

we're built to remind us of what we want. 
 
19:46:23 AG-Scribe: questions?! cams on 
19:47:29 Q&A – Sarala: how do the chakras fit into this, with the 5 elements, how do they 

connect with the atma? 
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19:48:03 AG-Scribe: the chakras are centres of operation. the kundalini = kunda = the fire pit, 
hole in the ground, the place at the bottom of the elements where you plant the tree, 
the seed, the baby.... 

19:49:15 AG-Scribe: the smoke from the kunda rises upward, circulates or not, and we get 
stuck in a particular centre 

19:50:08 AG-Scribe: Ganesha represents us as the animal that keeps asserting itself from 
moment to moment when we've been being the atma for too long, it says I want to 
do this now (as an animal) 

19:50:24 AG-Scribe: our life force runs to our senses when stimulated 
19:50:45 AG-Scribe: we let our animal run the show 
 
19:52:16 Q&A – Alyssa: detaching from the material world – cutting down the tree with the 

axe of Vedic knowledge – is there a particular mantra or insight to use when being 
pulled by the material desires – how to counteract that specifically? 

19:52:53 AG-Scribe: Krishna is teaching us how to debug our consciousness when the animal 
takes over. go back to remembering what you just forgot – re-establish you as you. 

19:53:08 AG-Scribe: whoa there I go chasing my senses again!! 
19:54:13 AG-Scribe: this chapter is the ritual – we keep getting lost in the forest and in our 

memories and they make big emotions, and we get trapped in the emotions. the next 
moving on is a ritual that you must get first. don't just say a mantra and go blotto. 

19:55:07 AG-Scribe: but yes, mantras are good for reminding us. first re-establish yourself as 
the atma. don't just go away to emptiness or white light oneness. 

19:55:29 AG-Scribe: we do still have to live and get groceries etc. we can do those things 
without getting trapped 

 
19:55:44 AG-Scribe: homework: memorize verse 558!!! 
19:55:55 AG-Scribe: especially if someone tells you it’s all one 
 
#558, Ch. 15 v. 7 

mamaivāṁśo jīvaloke jīvabhūtaḥ sanātanaḥ 

manaḥṣaṣṭhānīndriyāṇi prakr̥tisthāni karṣati 

The immortal atmas are all amshas ‘individual and distinctive facets’ of Me. Once they enter the realm 

of matter, they are called jiva atmas. They attract the inert particles of matter to themselves with their 

Brahman nature, and with that substance they construct the bodily senses and the sixth sense, manas, 

in order to manifest within the realm of prakriti. 

19:57:13 Q&A – Raamayan: #561 - what does it mean to see the atma? 
19:58:31 AG-Scribe: amsha - your individuality is not an undesirable by-product or made up. 

amsha. that you is the atma and that atma is Brahman in nature. you are identical with 
Brahman. but Brahman was misused to act as a cosmic eraser, thinking the individual 
was the problem. but over and over Bhagavan is saying, let’s have an individual 
relationship, friendship... 

19:58:33 VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: Raam – see the definition of atma in the glossary of the 
Gita 

19:58:44 AG-Scribe: this is the toxin that has overtaken the new age movement in western 
civilization 

19:59:07 AG-Scribe: this is the Vedanta conversation 
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19:59:27 AG-Scribe: can't deny the individuality that Krishna is repeating again and again in 
the presence of vocabulary that asserts it 

 
20:01:30 Q&A – Zubin: #558 -- amsha? 
20:01:36 AG-Scribe: how can YOU remove YOU? 
20:01:52 AG-Scribe: you can remove ahamkara = aham prakriti, vs aham brahmasmi 
20:02:43 VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: Atma = the invisible, indivisible individual. (Seen when 

the third eye opens) 
20:03:53 AG-Scribe: if Krishna meant for us to be just in the mood of advaita there would no 

dvaita terminology in the Bhagavad Gita. It is a symptom of being trapped in the 
manas and not asking from the buddhi 

 
20:04:23 AG-Scribe: Sandi - this is the subject of the annual retreat and it looks like Bali is 

open and we will be going ahead. see the newsletter soon for the dates, after the Bali 
spirit festival 

20:04:57 Aparna Nambiar: April 2022? 
20:05:01 Beverly Akhurst: Saw some flights to Bali end of April return for $841 with Cathay 
20:05:04 AG-Scribe: if you're in the Bhagavad Gita class you qualify for the advanced retreat 
20:05:08 AG-Scribe: yes April 2022 
20:05:14 AG-Scribe: yes, flights are super cheap right now 
 
20:05:50 Q&A/Comment – Allan: is baptism the Christians trying to wash off the smell from 

the previous life?? Lol 
20:05:52 AG-Scribe: ha-ha 
20:06:03 AG-Scribe: clean = shuchi in Sanskrit 
20:06:27 AG-Scribe: sattvic is cleaner than rajas is cleaner than tamas. Becoming sattvic is part 

of this process 
20:06:45 AG-Scribe: gradient of 9 levels of the gunas. gradient of how covered we still are in 

matter 
20:07:22 AG-Scribe: muchi hoi suchi hoi judi krishna baji 

shuchi hoi muchi hoi judi krishna tyagi  (spelling?) 
20:08:00 AG-Scribe: if you go straight to advaita you are eliminating Bhagavan, saying he is an 

illusion though he is talking as an individual speaker in the Bhagavad Gita. you are 
saying he is an illusory representation of Brahman 

20:08:07 AG-Scribe: not the case at all! 
20:08:21 AG-Scribe: when the third eye opens, we see our individual self 
20:08:32 AG-Scribe: those who adore Bhagavan even if they are dirty eventually become clean 
20:08:43 AG-Scribe: if you throw Krishna away as being the by-product of illusory individuality 

you become dirty again 
20:09:08 AG-Scribe: the religions of the world do have this intuition that there is some kind of 

dirt we are carrying 
20:09:18 VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: Take a dip in the Ganges! 
20:09:22 AG-Scribe: that ritual probably didn't even originate in Bharat – washing off the 

residue that matter, especially tamas, can leave upon us 
20:09:49 AG-Scribe: becoming sattvic is the platform on which we understand Vedanta. if we 

are catering to our rajasic and tamasic nature we will not be stabilized in our sattvic 
nature 
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20:10:07 AG-Scribe: #561 
20:10:27 AG-Scribe: 3rd eye = can see Brahman 
20:11:20 AG-Scribe: it is not seeing the light. it is seeing the atma!! each individual atma as 

they conduct their journey through prakriti. they chose to be an individual within 
prakriti, and they will choose leaving according to their choices and karma and gunas 

 
20:11:36 AG-Scribe: #562 
20:12:07 AG-Scribe: can't rush this step 
20:12:40 AG-Scribe: the questions about the atma are good questions but it's not enough to 

stop at the big bright light or the empty void – you're not done yet 
 
20:12:52 AG-Scribe: #563 
20:13:44 AG-Scribe: "mam" = "me" not "it", not an impersonal pronoun 
20:14:40 AG-Scribe: you are my sunshine - we get that the sunshine and moonshine are 

something special. their effulgence is bhagavan's effulgence. he didn't say “it,” He 
said “me” 

20:15:20 AG-Scribe: the sun makes things ripe and the moon makes them sweet = soma rasa - 
the sweetness and nurturance that food has that was facilitated by the sun but 
perfected by the moon. the stars are also adding vitamins 

 
20:15:47 AG-Scribe: #564 
20:16:45 AG-Scribe: (says what he just said above) 

Rasa - the mood of our relationship with Bhagavan has a rasa, a flavor. 
20:18:10 AG-Scribe: sun, moon and fire are the triad of life-giving energies. tapasya = tap = to 

generate heat through correct practice. it softens the material of our manas so it can 
be reshaped in the image of the Vedic knowledge. tapasya frees us from the bondage 
of our past 

 
20:18:18 AG-Scribe: #565 
20:18:54 AG-Scribe: four kinds of food: chewed, swallowed, drunk, and licked up  
20:19:52 AG-Scribe: vaishanara = the agni – fire – in our stomach. the agnihotra yajna – 

offering to a fire is the same fire that's in the stomach. but it’s already to our internal 
benefit if offered to the stomach 

20:20:44 AG-Scribe: the whole team of devas, the whole city of nine gates, cause nature to 
produce the food. before we put it in our fire, we give it to the fire that represents 
offering it to the devas. they are jiva atmas like us, but they are acting like devas this 
lifetime on loka 10 

20:21:22 AG-Scribe: the yajna is meant for the devas, to give thank you to the many devas. 
20:22:35 AG-Scribe: the only English word for the Ultimate Supreme Being is ‘God’ which 

came from Dutch and German ‘gut’ and ‘gutam’ which came from Sanskrit ‘hutam’ = 
the smoke rising up from the external fire as a thank you to the devas. 

20:22:54 AG-Scribe: you are a thief if you eat food without saying thank you to the devas 
20:23:02 AG-Scribe: it's not meant as a conversation with the Supreme and Ultimate reality 
20:23:19 AG-Scribe: the colonizing religions intentionally misconstrued the purpose of this 
20:24:02 AG-Scribe: calling the Vedic people pagans and saying they didn't know what they 

were doing or who they were talking to 
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20:24:08 AG-Scribe: #566 
20:24:48 AG-Scribe: achintya = unthinkable 
20:25:14 AG-Scribe: the manas cogitates on things within the laws of matter, but Brahman 

can't be known that way 
20:26:14 AG-Scribe: Hari = that being who removes all things that should not be there 
20:26:19 AG-Scribe: hridaya = the seat of Hari 
20:26:36 AG-Scribe: He resides in the heart of all beings. He is sitting there. He's not a 

oneness, bright light, energy 
20:27:20 AG-Scribe: hri daya = the couch where Hari is sitting in our heart, but we are looking 

out our front window. yoga is turning within and developing a constant relationship 
with Hari, and then he removes everything that should not be there, that is causing 
trouble 

20:27:30 AG-Scribe: Vedanta Sutras continues this conversation 
 
20:27:36 AG-Scribe: #567 
20:28:52 AG-Scribe: different discussions in Vedanta about who we ultimately are 
 
20:28:56 AG-Scribe: #568 
20:29:22 AG-Scribe: two kinds of beings – the atma and Paramatma. 
20:29:33 AG-Scribe: purusha == gives us the word person. pura isha 
20:30:08 AG-Scribe: how to have an active relationship with Paramatma 
20:32:11 AG-Scribe: Paramatma is the chariot driver on our hridaya (gave us the word cardiac) 

in our heart. our atma sits facing out and behind us are Hari and Shri, Bhagavan and 
Bhagavati. those two are one being, like married people, seated upon our heart 

 
20:32:21 AG-Scribe: #569 
20:33:03 AG-Scribe: ut tama = beyond prakriti 
20:34:31 AG-Scribe: He is the ultimate being and supreme person beyond all the limiting forms 

of matter. the ultimate person beyond matter 
 
20:34:35 AG-Scribe: #570 
20:35:02 AG-Scribe: pretty clear?! 
20:35:56 AG-Scribe: supreme = su prema - that state of love which is the highest rasa. also a 

Sanskrit word 
 
20:36:18 AG-Scribe: #571 
20:37:47 AG-Scribe: there is a legitimate state of vedantic understanding when one is 

becoming aware of Brahman and the effulgence and ananda - ecstatic - state of being 
is so overwhelming that it is all the individual experiences == Brahman realization 

20:37:53 AG-Scribe: this was introduced earlier in the Gita 
20:38:59 AG-Scribe: the individual who had been lost in the darkness of matter 

 
asato ma sat gamaya 

tamaso ma jyotir gamaya 
mrityor ma amritam gamaya 

 
Became accustomed to the light and they didn’t go back to darkness, then they are 
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eligible for amrit – not just no death, but eligible for a personal loving relationship 
with Bhagavan 

20:39:28 AG-Scribe: implied we went through a stage completely overwhelmed by the light of 
Brahman, seeing it as a oneness that erases our individuality and all other distinctions, 
and it is a legitimate state to be 

20:39:45 AG-Scribe: but don't teach this as the ultimate goal of the Gita and the Vedas, 
because it isn't 

20:40:39 AG-Scribe: "you are no longer you" – not the ultimate teaching 
20:41:14 AG-Scribe: the more you are you, you become closer to Bhagavan, engage in bhakti 

with him. you can't engage in bhakti without being an individual 
20:42:34 AG-Scribe: shanta rasa – when Krishna was milking the cows – they are grateful 

because their udders are full and hurting. you treat them nicely and gently and the 
cows adore you with their big brown eyes. when you look at Bhagavan like a big, 
brown-eyed cow, happy as can be, all your pain negated = shanta rasa 

20:42:44 AG-Scribe: this is bhakti foreplay, the warmup for bhakti 
20:43:00 AG-Scribe: and it’s way beyond merging into the flashlight 
20:43:49 AG-Scribe: imagine you’re on an island, getting a tour of the amazing wonders… and 

here is the nirvana closet 
20:43:56 AG-Scribe: nirvana = no pain 
 
20:44:03 VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: Get the 5 Rasa Series on www.JeffreyArmstrong.com to 

learn the 5 Rasas. 
01—Shanta Rasa – The Mood of Neutral Appreciation 
02—Dasyam Rasa – The Mood of Divine Service 
03—Sakhyam Rasa – The Mood of Loving Friendship 
04—Vatsalya Rasa – The Mood of Parental Love 
05—Madhurya Rasa – The Mood of Conjugal Love 

20:44:04 VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: https://jeffreyarmstrong.com/products/transcendental-love-
complete-series?_pos=1&_sid=5dc7f6703&_ss=r 

 
20:44:17 AG-Scribe: nirvana = none of this matter is mine. sends you to the Club Med island 

closet 
20:44:33 AG-Scribe: or you can go in the closet full of bright light, merged in the happiness of 

the light 
20:44:45 AG-Scribe: but you miss the rest of the island! 
20:45:17 AG-Scribe: brahma bhuta prasannatma - welcome to Brahma Jyoti - the infinite light 

and effulgence 
 
#677, Ch.18 v.54 

brahmabhūtaḥ prasannātmā na śocati na kāṅkṣati 

samaḥ sarveṣu bhūteṣu madbhaktiṁ labhate parām 

 

Once their identity is re-established as Brahman, they become calm and undisturbed in all 

circumstances. They neither hunger for nor lament the loss of anything. They are also impartial toward 

all beings. In that state of transcendental consciousness, their adoration of and devotion for Me is also 

reawakened. 
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20:45:31 AG-Scribe: or you can go to the pool and hot tub and pay all the fun games with the 

beautiful people 
20:46:01 AG-Scribe: you can play and frolic and dance and swim, but you can go to the closet 

if you prefer 
20:46:11 AG-Scribe: you can stay there til you no longer want it 
20:46:24 AG-Scribe: you’re free, you can go where you want 
20:46:40 AG-Scribe: but Bhagavan’s preference?? He wants to play! 
20:48:07 AG-Scribe: Sandi – guhya – Krishna keeps revealing secrets and they have different 

descriptors each time. can check in the index for all the instances 
 
20:48:58 Q&A – Reivin: #552 – chandamsi yasya parnani – the leaves of the tree, the Vedic 

“hymns” – what is this referring to, different types of Vedanta? and how do you get 
lost in the leaves? 

20:49:58 AG-Scribe: like getting lost in the bushes. we get lost in the details of our own 
experience 

20:50:44 AG-Scribe: Samkhya - the difference between the atma and all the categories of 
matter. can get lost in all these huge details and become a jnana nerd 

20:51:27 AG-Scribe: but you miss the bigger picture and get lost in the details == the many 
leaves on the Vedic trees and the various fruits that are intermediary, like the 
agnihotra yajna if you get lost in it 

20:51:49 AG-Scribe: but Krishna is beyond that and you might get caught in that ritual and 
that's all you know 

20:53:51 AG-Scribe: get so lost in the details of the knowledge that you get caught up in it and 
miss the point and are lost. various pitfalls 

20:54:49 AG-Scribe: or you dumb it down (or your religion does) and lose all detail 
 
20:55:25 Q&A – Abhilash: #567, 568 – 2 kinds of “beings,” “atmas”…? 
20:56:01 AG-Scribe: "beings" came from bhu, bhumi 
20:56:39 AG-Scribe: #567 – two kinds of beings/atmas (Bhagavan is not included) 
20:57:14 AG-Scribe: no atma is immune to tamas 
20:57:38 AG-Scribe: Paramatma is never overwhelmed by prakriti or tamas 
20:58:04 AG-Scribe: the “bhumans” (humans) who “bhu” (be) are the ones who can get lost 
20:58:46 AG-Scribe: we will never be an atma like Paramatma 
 
21:00:45 Q&A – Kate: #571 - what other obligations? 
21:01:52 AG-Scribe: when one fully realizes their relationship with Bhagavan and stays in that 

consciousness, all their karma is burned off and they don't get any more. we are freed 
from the cause and effect nature of prakriti because we're 100% invested in Bhagavan 

21:02:37 AG-Scribe: what you do in prakriti doesn't alter your future anymore when you are so 
immersed in your relationship with Bhagavan. nothing you do in matter pulls you 
away from that relationship anymore 

21:03:03 AG-Scribe: even if you get overwhelmed you've already established that link, and that 
link is sufficient to erase that temporary moment of forgetfulness that came from 
being overwhelmed. 

21:03:51 AG-Scribe: the relationship with Bhagavan – NOT just going to Brahman – the 
relationship and the emotions, rasas and flavours of it that exist between the jiva atma 
and Paramatma are the equivalent of the beauties and pleasures that we chased in 
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prakriti. once we have that with Bhagavan, prakriti can't pull us back down into 
karma anymore 

21:04:08 AG-Scribe: but can't do it rajasically or tamasically. really have to become sattvic 
21:04:19 AG-Scribe: muchi hoi suchi hoi judi krishna baji 

shuchi hoi muchi hoi judi krishna tyagi 
21:04:37 AG-Scribe: the relationship with Bhagavan causes the real cleanliness = not getting 

karma for action within matter 
 
[AG note: Sorry, my glasses broke here, and I missed a lot of notes below. See video recording] 
 
21:05:23 Q&A – Aparna: is the description of the tree literal or metaphorical? It’s kind of scary 
 
21:10:55 Q&A – Zubin: #565 - 4 kinds of food – chewed, swallowed, drunk, licked up? 
 
21:14:32 AG-Scribe: we've been chasing the reflections of beauty from Brahman here in 

prakriti 
 
21:19:32 Q&A – Geza: re seva - whom are you serving? how can I serve my guru and other 

humans when I’m so busy working, and stay in relationship with Bhagavan? 
21:20:59 AG-Scribe: separation makes the heart grow fonder. there is no time = kala in bhakti 
21:21:08 AG-Scribe: we are enslaved here by time, but our true nature is timeless 
21:21:38 AG-Scribe: when you are truly being Brahman your bondage to time goes away 

except in your relationship with Bhagavan – feeling close and feeling apart are two 
flavours of the same love 

21:22:22 AG-Scribe: the more Bhagavan goes away, the more intense your bhakti gets because 
you miss him more and more and then he can’t resist you and he comes running back 

21:22:39 AG-Scribe: and you have to be an individual to play that game 
 
21:26:51 JA chants:  

hari haraya namaha 
krishna yadavayah namaha 

yadavaya madhavaya keshavaya namaha 
gopala govinda ram shri madhu sudhan 
giridari gopinatha mahadhana mohan 

 
21:28:26 Sharon Hinckley: Thank you Good night - I have to leave now 
 
21:29:02 JA chants: om namo bhagavate vasudevaya 
21:30:53 AG-Scribe: bhav 
 
21:33:02 Amy Armstrong: Thank you! 💋💖🙏 
21:38:50 Joe Semler: I did yesterday 🙏 moment was right. He read it in 7 hours. He is from 

India and does not know his own culture. He was very grateful. 
21:39:07 Joe Semler: Thank you Jeffrey and Sandi ♥️🙏 
21:39:19 Beverly Akhurst: LOL…I was going to do the same!!! 😅 

 

 
Homework: memorize verses 558 and 563 
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